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NOTES ON THE MWltOSTRUCTURE OF 
SPLEGELEISEN_-lI. 

ON A NEW CHEMICAL -INDUSTRY ESTABLISHED I By acting with caustic potash on the nitriles of the alco�i 
BY M. CAMILLE VINCENT. * i radicals, he obtai�ed the fir�t series of th� large class of 

Condensed from a Report by A. MARTENS to the Society of 
German Engineers. 

"AFTER I had made the discovery of the marine acid air, I 
compoun� a�momas, the prIm�ry monammes. Of these, 

which the vapor of spirit of salt may properly enough be! methylamme IS the first on our list; 
called, it occurred to me that, by a process similar to that by i CH. } CH. } { OK 

FRACTURES. 
The scales have a tendency to develop into oblon� tabular 

crystals, as may be seen from Fig. 7 b. These agam disin
tegrate into smaller ones, and this is probably the primary 
stage of the formation and accumulation of bundles of long 
rectangular crystals, as represented by Fig. 11. These crys
tals have rarely well defined edges, and hence it is difficult 
to meaeure the angles of the pointed ends, but they probably 
measure 60°_ 

which this avid air is expelled from the spirit of salt, an at· N + 2KOH =
H 

N + CO 
kaline air mi�ht be expelled from substances containing the CO • OK. 
volatile alkali. Accordingly I procured some volatile spirit The years that followed, 1849-51, were prolific in ammo-
of sal ammoniac, and having put it into a thin phial and macal discovery. Hofmann pointed out that not only one 
heated it with the flame of a candle, I presently found that atom of hydrogen in ammonia can be replaced by its equi
a great quantity of vapor was discharged from it, and be- valent of organic radical, but that either two or all of the 
ing received in a ba8in of quicksilver, it continued in the three atoms of the hydrogen in ammonia can be likewise re
form of a transparent and permanent air, not at all condens- placed, giving rise t.o the secondary and tertiary amines by 
ed by cold." the following simple reactions:-

To these crystals of spiegelei�en a number of globular or 
conical elevations are attached. They are probably of sec
ondary origin; at least we must conclude so from the fact 
that they frequently inclose portions of crystals. Fig. 12 
represents two elevations of this kind, in which a crystal is 
partially embedded. 

Dlirre has advanced the theory that the metallic globular 
masses frequently noticed in spiegeleisen consist of chemi
cally pure Iron, and I am inclined to hold the same opinion, 
at least in regard to a certain class of them. There are 
other's, which, although resembling them so closely that only 
an experi{mced eye is able to discover them, indicate a differ
ent origin. Deposits of the latter character are shown in 
Fig. 15 a, while those represented by Figs. 11 and 12 un
doubtedly belong to the former class. 

These are generany found where the .scales indicate a ten
dency to transform. 'into rectangular,Iring crystals. In the 
same measure, as this process advances;the granules become 
scarcer in number, but larger in size. The originally sound 
masses acquire a conical shape and elongate gradually, until 
a certain number of them unites andforms'a crystal resem
bling III shape the branch of a pine tree. Of these crystals 
I have spoken already before. The various stages of devel
opment may be seen in Figs_ 11,12, 13 and 14. Hereby Mr. 
Dlirre's theory gains in strength, as it has alread� been 
shown that these pine tree shaped crystals, or comferous 
crystals, as we call them, contain, besides pure iron, only 
traces of graphite_ The surface of these globular deposits 
possesses a high degree of polish. 

The second class of these glvbular formations, or "warts," 
as they have been termed by Ledebur. evidently have a dif
ferent origin, as may be seen from Figs. 15 and 16. I believe 
them to be the results of the evolution of gas during the 
process of cooling and contraction. Their formation is 
schematically illustrated by Fig. 16. In a are shown a num
ber of fbt depressions, some of which contain elevations in 
their center representing the" warts" alluded to_ In Fig. 
16 b, a and b are vertical sections of two depressions a and 
b, Fig. 16 a. It is evident that both have been formed by 
bubbles of gas while the iron Wlt9 yet in a semi-liquid 
state. To form a, the bubble must have bursted, leaving a 
depression with elevated rim ; in b, the bubble did not 
burst, but contracted on cooling, and formed the central 
elevation or wart. 

These depressions have an average diameter of 0'019 of an 
inch. 

The crystals shown in Fig. 11 are frequently covered with 
a film of oxide, which often IS 80 thick that they cannot be 
recognized. 

FIG I.-RECEIVER FOR LIQUID GASES. I have observed on the surfttces of these crystals figures 
which resemble very much those produced by the action of 
acids, and to distinguish them from those produced by 
chemical reagents, but at the same time to indicate their These words, written by Joseph Priestley rather more than peculiar character, I have cltlled them " natural etched fig- 100 years ago, described the experiment by which ammonia ures." When heated, the deeper portions of the figures be- was first obtained in the gaseous state. Unacquainted with come darker and show various blue tints. Probably tbe �he compo.sition of this alkaline air, Priestley showed that it shade. of the color depends upon the thickness of the layer Increased In volume when the electric sparks are passed of OXide formed. through it, or when the alkaline air (ammonia) is heated, the 'l'hese figure.s are,. on well d.eveloped crysta!s, for!lled by residue consists of inflammable air (hydro�en). Berthollet, nu aerou;; straight lines, crossmg each other In vanous dl-] in 1788, I?roved that this increase in bulk IS due to the dere�tio?s, and forming angl.es of 90, 6�, 30, and sometimes of compositIOn of ammonia into nitrogen and hydrogen, whilst 15 :Vlth each ot�er. An Idea of their appearance may be Henry and Davy ascertained that two volumes of ammonia obtamed from Figs. 15 d, 17 and 18. are resolved into one volume of nitrogen and three volumes 

The lines in reality consis� of grooves, varying in .width of hydrogen_ 
from 0'0029 to 0'0039 of an Inch, and probably about Just as The early history of sal ammoniac and of ammonia is very deep. . . .  . obscure .. �he salt appears to have be�n brought into Europe Som� �Inds of splegelels�n p�esent peculiar figures of from ASia In the seventh century, derIved, possibly, from vol
f?rms Similar to those shown m Fig. 19_ They.generaIly c�n- canic sources. An artificial �ode of producing the ammoniaSISt of a number of loops, arranged symmetrICally, and Ill- cals.llt" from decomposing allimal matter was soon discovered, close? by one or .more concentric rings. . When h�ated, they and the early alchemists were well acquainted with the caracqUire a greemsh bronze color, on Silvery white ground. bonate under the name of 8ph·itu.� .�alis1trinU3. In later times 
'!hey are. surrounded by �rooves, �or.responding: to those sal-ammoniac was obtained f.rom Egyp!, where it :vas pre
Just mentIOned, arranged With astomshmg regularIty. pared bv collecting the sublLmate obtamed by burnmg cam-

These figures I have principally met with In spiegeleisen els' dung_ 
containing �uch manganese, and it seems as if their occur- Although we are constantly surrounded by an atmosphere rence we:e dll:ectly �ependent .upon the amount of manga�- of n!trogen, chemists have not yet succeeded in inducing ese con tamed III the Iron_ ThiS must, however, be yet verI- this mert element to combine readily; so that we are still de-
fied by further researches. pendent for our supply of combined nitro�en, whether as 

[To be con tinued. ]  nitric acid or ammonia, upon the decomposition of the ni 
. �  _� _. _ _  ��____ tro�enous constituents of the bodies of plants and animals. 

SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION. . ThiS may be efl'ected either by natural decay giving rise to 
E. BING, of Riga, has experimented with different mate

rials, wadding, raw flax, hemp, the waste from silk, wooll and cotton spinning as well as sponge, and finally woou 
dust, as found in any cabinetmaker's shop. They were 
saturated with various fluids, viz., oils fresh and in a 
gummy state, turpentine, petroleum, various varnishes , etQ. 

All the fibrous materials took fire when saturated with any 
of these oils or with mixtures of the same_ Sponge and 
wood dust, on the contrary, proved to be entirely harmless. 

Combustion ensued most rapidly with 17 g. of wadding 
and 67 g. of a strong oil varnish, in 34 minutes; while 200 
g. of washed cotton waste, of which a portion was satura
ted with 750 g. of strong oil varnish and the remainder 
wrapped about it, required almost 14 hours_ These materi
als were placed in a well-sheltered spot and subjected to a 
heat of from 18° to 40° C.  

Silk did not flame up, but slowly charred. Small quanti
ties seem to take fire sooner than large.-Wochenschrijt deB 
Ver. deutsch. 111g. 

[Heretofore it has been supposed that petroleum would not 
cause spontaneous combustion.] 

the ammonia, which is always contained in the atmosphere, 
or by the dry distillation of the same bodies, that is, by heat
ing them strongly out of contact with air, and it is from this 
source that the worhl derives the whole of Its commercial 
ammonia and sal ammoniac. 

Coal-the remains of an ancient vegetable world-contains 
about 2 per cent of nitrogen, the greater part of which is 
obtained in the form of ammonia when the coal undergoes 
the process of dry distillation. In round numbers 6,000,000 
tons of coal are annuallv distilled for the manufacture of 
coal-gas in this country, and the ammoniacal water of the 
gas works contains the salts of ammonia in solution. 

According to the most reliable data 100 tons of coal when 
distilled so as to yield 10,000 cubic feet of gas of speCific 
gravity 0'6, give the following products, in tons;-

Gao. 
2J'25 

Tar. 
8'5 

Ammonia Water. 
9·1) 

Coke. 
59 75 A.verage. 

This ammonia water cont'lins about 1'5 per cent. 'of am
monia; hence the total quantity of the volatile alkali ob
tainable from the gas works in England amounts to some 
9,000 tons per annum. 

A singular difference is observed between the dry distilla
tion of altered woody fiber as we have it in coal-and woody 

MET ALLIC P ACKINGS. fiber itself_ In the products of the first operation we chief-
J. STRIEDER, of Elberfeld, uses tubes of lead or some soft ly find in the tar the aromatic hydrocarbons such as benzene, 

metallic alloy, filled With hemp, cotton, or some other suit: whilst in the second we find acetic aCid and methyl-alcohol 
able vegetable material. These tubes can be prepared of are predominant. 
great length and cut to fit any given requirement. The The year 1848 is a memorable one In the annals of revolu
ends may be either soldered together or forced into close tionary chemistry, for in that year Wurtz proved that am
contact. The convenience, durability, and cheapncs "'f monia is in reality only one member of a very large family. 
tIllS packing are especial recommendations.-Dinglel"" i'..'I. 
,T"ur. 

' • Lecture given at the Roral Institution by Prof Roscoe, LL.D., F.R.:;., 
", FeorualY 21. 1879. Revi8en I.y the Author.-Nature 
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1. 

2. 

H) CH. } 
CH.I + H l\ N = HI + H N 

H H 

CH.I + H N = HI + CH, N 
H H 

CH, \ CH. } 
CH. CH. } 

3 CH.I + cn, \ N = HI + CII. N 
H CH. 

To these hodies the names of methylamine, dimethyJa
mine, and trimethrlamine were respectively given. They 
resemble ammonia III being volatile alkaline liquids or gases, 
which combine with acids to form crystallizable and well de-
fined salts_ . 

Hitherto, these compound ammonias have been chemical 
curiosities; they have, however, recently become-as has 
so often been the case in other instances-of great com
mercial importance, and are now manufactured on a large 
scale. 

We are all well aware that the French beet-root sugar in
dustry is one of great magnitude, and that it has been large
ly extended in late years_ In this industry, as in the manu
facture of cane sugar, large quantities of molasses or trea
cle remain behind after the whole of the crystallizable sngar 
has been withdrawn. These molas�es are invariably em
ployed to yield alcohol by fermentation. The jnice of the 
beet, as well as that of the sugar cane, contains, in addition 
to the sugar .. a large quantity of cxtractive and nitrogenous 
matters, together with considerable quantities of alkaline 
salts. In our sugar produdng colonies, the waste liquors or 
spent-wash from the still-called vt'nas .• es in French-nre 
wastefully and ignorantly thrown away instead of being re
turned to the land as a fertilizer, and thus the soil becomes 
im poverished. 

In France it has !ong been the cu!'tom of the distiller to 
evaporate these liquors (vinasses) to dryness, and calcine the 
mass in a reverberatory furnace, thus destroying the whole of 
the organic matter but recovering the alkaline salts of the 
beet root. In this way 2,000 tons of carbonate of potash 
are annually produced in the French distilleries. More than 
thirtl years ago the idea was entertained of collecting the am
moma water, tar, and oils which are given off when this orga
nic matter is calcined, but the practical realization of this pro
ject has only quite recently been accomplished, and a most 
unexpected new field of chemical industry thus opened 
out through the persevering �md sagacious labors of M. 
Camille Vincent, of Paris. 

The following is an outline of the process carried out at 
the large distillery of Messrs. TiIloy, Delaune & Co. , at 
Courrieres. The spent wash, having been evaporated until 
it has attained a specific g�avity of 1'81, is allowed to run 
into cast iron retorts, in which it is submitted to dry distilla
tion. This process lasts four hours, the volatile products 
pass over, whilst a residue of porous charcoal and alkaline 
salts is left behind in the retort. The gaseous products giv
en off during the distillation are passed thro)lgh coolers, in 
order to .condense all the portions which are liqUid or solid 
at the ordinary temperature, and the combustible gases 
pass on un condensed, and to serve as fuel for heatmg the 
retorts. 

The liquid portion of the distillate is a very complete 
mixture of chemical compounds resembling, in this respect, 
the corresponding product in the manufacture of coal gas. 
Like this latter, the liquid distillate from the spent wash may 

FIG. 2.-THE RECEIVER AND FREEZER 

be divided into; 1. The ammonia water; 2. The tar. The am
monia water of the vinasses reAembles that of the coal gas 
manufacture, in so far as it contains the carbonate, sulphy
drate, and hldrocyanide of ammonia; but it differs from thiB 
(and approximates to the products of the dry distillation of 
wood) by containing, in addition, methyl alcohol, methyl 
sulphide, methyl cyanide, many of the members of the fatty 
acid series, and most remarkable of all, large quantities of 
the salts of trimethylamine. 

Tbe tar, on redistillation, yields more ammonia water, a 
large number of oils, the alkaloids of the pyridene series, 
solid hydrocarbons, carbolic acid, and lastly, a pitch of fine 
quality. 
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